
Princess Royal - Oddington (as danced by Ha'Penny 
Morris)

As taught by Marissa Roque

2021 May Jig Festival

All phrases except chorus lead with left foot

Foot-up:
~
Double step (DS) moving forward
DS in place
2 back steps (BS)
1 foot together jump (FTJ)
Repeat from ~ but instead of FTJ, Galley and hook (GH)

Chorus:
Right foot Side Step (SS), DS, Left foot SS, DS
7 taps with left foot, 1st tap in front
3 taps with right foot, 1st tap in front
3 taps with left foot, 1st tap in front
2 DS
1 GH

Slows:
4 Toe Backs, starting with left
2 DS
1 GH

Chorus

Slows:
4 Uprights, starting with left
2 DS
1 GH

Chorus



Tradition notes:
DS: Only one hankie lifts on each DS, on a left foot DS the right hankie lifts 
and vice versa. In the style of Ha'Penny, arm are fully extended straight 
upward (other teams bring arm across body)

SS: Side steps are low to the ground, to contrast with double steps. On a 
right SS, the right arm crosses body in front as the right foot does.

GH: Hitch back on the right foot and launch forward onto the left. Right leg 
will be free for the galley twizzles. Then step onto the right foot and extend 
left foot straight forward for a bicycle kick. See videos for hankies.

BS: When stepping back onto the left foot, lift and flick right hankie and vice 
versa

Toe backs:
1. Extend one behind as in a lunge, back leg should remain straight and 
hankie low and crossed over front knee.
2. Straighten supporting leg and bring back leg forward to rest in line with 
supporting leg. Uncross hankie and relax hands at sides
3. Step forward onto the free foot (the one that was behind). 
4. Hop, while bicycling free foot forward. Both hankies lift to launch body 
into air with hop.

Uprights:
1. Cross one foot behind, crossing hankies low in front
2. Cross other foot behind, bring hankies to rest at sides
3. Step forward onto free foot.
4. Hop while bicycling free foot and lift hankies


